Extreme weather and supply shortages are accelerating the push for a more sustainable future.

50+% of company leaders see sustainability as a top 3 procurement priority.

Only 22% of Chief Procurement Officers agree, causing disconnect.

To get leadership alignment and drive real change, sustainability must be embedded in every part of the procurement process.

Procurement should start by focusing on energy, travel and logistics.

Energy: Consider a transition to renewable energy.

One global automotive giant set renewable energy goals for its facilities of 80% by 2030 and 100% by 2050.

Travel: Take advantage of emerging sustainable aviation fuel trends, and get credit for your corporate travel program going green

Logistics: Think about your fleet of trucks carrying your products. Are they electric? Can the fuel being used be greener?

The need for a more sustainable business is only getting stronger.

Accelerate your sustainability journey with future-ready procurement.